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ACROSS
1 (Burgreen) The side rail found on the N PAP
is the same one used on their Serbian AKM
service rifles; unique in that it is neither pure
AK nor SVD/PSL but a ___ type
5 (Burgreen) The Christensen Arms CA 10
DMR platform can be considered a ___ built
AR rifle
6 (Barnes) The NFA prohibits the transferring,
making, or possessing of machine guns
without paying taxes and registering as a
___ Occupational Taxpayer (SOT)
7 Variable Combat Optical Gunsight (abbr)
10 (Zimmerman) VP9 stands for Veterinary
Pistol 9mm; the intended purpose of this
suppressed weapon is the quick and
humane dispatch of sick and wounded ___
12 (Brown) This ATF official forms submittal
system was not thoroughly tested before
being launched and is frought with potential
problems
14 (Barnes) ATF does not require private
citizens to report stolen or missing non-NFA
firearms; thus the number of non-NFA
firearms lost or stolen from private
individuals is ___
15 Semi Automatic Sniper System (abbr)
17 (Erenfeicht) In 1936 Maroszek's original
prototype submittal was altered to
accommodate his new idea of tilt-locking
the bolt into the ejection opening of the
receiver; what we now call a Browning-___
locking
18 Heavy Counter Assault Rifle (abbr)

21 (Hausman) Smith & Wesson and Sturm,
Ruger both confirmed they are being forced
to stop selling new or improved
semiautomatic handguns in California due
to that stateʼs implementation of its ___ law
23 (Martens) The models ZK 424 and GBSS43
were ___ rifles; ʻGewehrgranaten-Büchseʼ,
which fired the German 46mm and 61mm
Gewehr Panzergranaten
24 Special Purpose Individual Weapon (abbr)
25 (Murphy) The ZVI Falcon holds only ___
rounds, but can be converted to a singleshot weapon by the installation of a
protective cover
26 (Choat) The Bullseye Camera System
provides the shooter with a real time view of
his target using a remote ___ target camera
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2 (Bruce) GIs nicknamed the T18 high
capacity magazine cartridge modification
feed device the “___ clip”
3 Deployable Compact Armorers Tool (abbr)
4 (Bruce) Richard ___, credited with the first
man portable Flammenwerfer (flame
thrower) consisted of a single large, heavy
tank carried like a backpack, containing
both flammable oil and pressurized
propellant
7 (Bartocci) John Horne's D-CAT field armorer
tool is capable of repairing anything on the
rifle that does not require a ___
8 (Stevens) SPIW was to be a hand-held
weapon holding sixty rounds of “point target”
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ammunition (deliverable in the form of
controlled bursts of tiny, lethal ___ or
“flechettes”
(Wicks/Tansella) The AX PSR has a 4mm
Allen (Hex) key that is contained in the upper
internal part of the ___ piece which can be
used to almost totally dissemble the rifle
(Bartocci) The LRP-07M charging handle
located on the side of the rifle allows the
sniper to manipulate the ___ with his head
still on the stock of the rifle
(Lake) Rock Island Armory MIG 22, a
descendant of the AR form, is a rim fire ___
rifle
(Iannamico) The PPD 40 and PPSh used a
___ magazine
(Shea) SITREP: V18N5; On firearms rightsas noted by many old soldiers; “Hope is not
a ___.” We canʼt just sit and hope that
things will change, we have to ___, and
work for it
(Followder) NFATCA Report: V18N6; The
NFATCA web site post regular informational
updates and will also ask for your input on
issues like the NFA ___ and the FTB ___
Firearms Owners Protection Act (abbr)
(Wicks/Tansella) The Self Loading Rifle
L1A1, or SLR, was a long rifle and is
technically a battlefield rifle as opposed to
an ___ rifle
(Brudenell) Glock pistols are categorized
into four distinct generations primarily
focusing on the ___ modifications

